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We Bao in Fact 
fetzers' ([arma! - 1G: f- 

We have seen that the mosg spectacular of the etzrer claims 

have no basis in fact and would have served no end for either 
é 

side, not for the government and not for those who believe that re 
aa Uncekeevliin FLIX ¢ bpd te be Te deprrt— ‘tha government faked ipthe raw fidn. Chel pracy fore thaw itd red iat 

Wem WA JU clits bn Witty . Se pf ee. de pr 

’ We have also seen that the Fetzergs had made a real effort to 

prove the Report wrong but they made no effort to prove Oswald 

innocent. They refled t no interest in that, except as it may be 

secomd hand in proving the Repbert to be wrong. 2597 0% 

The Fetzers jtbegan with what. was called "theories" and for the 
fle 

most part were not even that, having no basis in pfact at all. 

As, in a few of the innumerable available instances we have just 
Dporeles The phis Edde regunres [oth fut { ,/t the peg dl FU; CyLye 

seen. at Met haifiaok Aeygual peer. 04 by 

i% gets bak to what I tanetried to get Aguilar and Mantik 
J 

to understandm | that auch as they believed they understood, they 
aug 

Lqcked the necessary understanding Beof the little-known | eS tablished 

fact of the assassination, what Was  stached=around here and shéfire, 
oy PLEO 

in the vast accuumulation of what was just junk, a-vesy accumulation 

of what was no more than junk and distrac tion that was accumulzated 

instead of the fact that would have been the end product of any 

real investigation, the investigation that was never made, the 
in YY. ” wait 

investigation that was ruled out in the very earliest adys after a 
yy h Wrnnn | 4 ; 

Aw (Cepproval of what, for lack of a better name, we are calling the 

Katzenbach conspiracy. tha car freee 

But the tact is “Wthat there were at least two /along the same 
Tiny gu, 9 

line that precede a We have seenw one, that. of the Navy, which 

burned the real, the donly real autopsy report and hid the notes 
Lied jean F to 

en which it wast sup-pponetay baase and duaybertook, See the degree 

pessible, pbeginiin fa soon as Ruby killed Uswald and eliminated
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Hex Proving the Reort to be wrong really required tier, wa.theuh 
fru Aye WEE 

campaignirls, With Oswald dead in particular, the effort to prov# 

aw '- 
that the Commission and the Report ¢were wrong really aia front dm 

ye mad-é where #it was appropriate, make the @ase for Oswald's in- 

nocence because, with kno “Ledge of the actyal evidence, for 

tut int ofunf,, if VW yd imac, 

This also makes the real fact of the deliberate corruption of 

Oswald's innvcence, “4 & 

the assassination case easier to understand. 

Particularly with the Katza/bach jjememo, which grew into 

a yao FVajor conapiFacy,|Enown but not mentioned by anu of the 

Fetzers. Or, left by the Fetzers not to be know?’what should 

be understood so that their @freaders could understand that it was 

national policy for there to be no actual investigation of the 
odern. 

assassin) an’ d th at regardless of whther or not he was innnicent 

wad 
the assassinayion would be By om 2zaz0swald
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Then, at about nine the Sunday rae assassination, 

on November 24,1963, as we saw in thé Secret Service records of 

Johnson's communications before his phone-#fapping #ésystem was 

in place, Johnson communicsted this to Hooveer. So, almost im- 

mediately, it was orders to the FBI, It had “te become national 

3 . oo , 
policy. tet! tnis was not ciommunicated to the rank and file in 

the FBI.
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any trial and with that sought to eliminate any trace of the 
“ h 

conspiracy that, without any dolUbt ay all, frok the every 

beginning, was=an obvious. From the first reports it was apparent 

that there had been a co sconspiracy and for reasens unknown but 

can perhaps be sues set he Navywanted there to be no belie¥ that 

M44 oled Ucul there to be 

there had been a conspiracy ‘and no proof of it, either. 

(Gp 10 40h BREESE Fh Ee na RES an interview for 

Manchester&'s book,” “He moved Winto the case immediately (1¢ 

@though he had no right to do that, no authority for it. What 

Hoover did not tell Manchest not, atiopr ling Le tne eight-page 
alo qanaty 

memo on #itthat meeting by Cartha De Tosen, gee bad arranged it, 

thé r@ fame of the FBI's #game is control and Hoover and his 

closest could exer ~cize woatever control hake wanted to exercises 

from je inside. 

A more than adequate understanding of the ‘FBI's determined 

effort to see to it, to the degree possible then for the #BI, 

that nobody other than the safely-dead vita would be considered 

the assassin, the lone and aan ort) (eet, diesel: the only 

evidence it had was not eckdenca (ot was obviously planted, to frame 

Oswald. 

At some level $he-F some in the FBI must have realized quite 

early that they would have little chance of getting past what 

(Av 
had been planted so they decideito ZO aden with that, that being 

AGL 
better te them than conkers at all,2F74 ire 

etn 4 this AL the 
ty there s nothing ‘at allvéethat I remember—seeing in that 

third of a million FBI assassination pages I obtained from it, 

ki¢é ‘king and screaming, so to speax, in all those FOIA lawsuits 

I filed.But somehow, as those records do show, the entire FBI und er- 

shoor what FBY poricy was, what was_expected to them. 
be complet ruptcy oi the FBI in its early assassination
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Somehow the Secret Serbice seemed to kta understand this and by 

and large, went along with df it. But fairly early on, for all 

practical purposes, the FBI froze the Secret Service out of the 

supposed investigation, the only socalled investigation there 

Was.
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It was a shabby, shallow work of the cheapest propaganda, but Aqft 

laid the FBI line down and all who saw odr hreard about to recog- 

ni zed it was ththe FBI's line and knew that any open disagreement 

with it would bbring FBI relatiation which, to anyone in government, 

could be very serious, with painful consequences.
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although if knew only too well that McNaughton's criticism was Justified, | 

The FBI i Teifresponded with an angry tirade against him despite the 

igh relatively high rank he held and well as the FBI knew that ids 

f f 

report disgraced it and was as worse than worhtless that wt was.
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work iff clear, astoundingly and distressingly clear, in 

its report ordered of it by the new President as soon as he could 

the af evening he was back from Dallas. In the Commission's 

files it is identified as CDl. There is a volume on Ruby and several 

of appendix, but the meat is the first volume and it is so 

absoluyely barren & the assassination that it has only two 

sentences, one incomplete, on the shooting in the assassination 

and in even thal incredibly little on the assassination itself, 

the bankrupt FBI does not even give the cause of death-does not 

even mention all the known shooting! (whet 4, Page (78 

And that on the most subversive of crimes, the assassination 

of a President, the crime that is a de Facto coup d'etat whether 

or not a coup d'etat was in the subversive scheme. LIC A jee 

That FBI report was not well Likedbecause it was a nothing, 

nothing other than a diatribe against Oswald, and that distribe did 

not establish guilt.Zf7 DAme My qieg beet 

But the FBI, over the years, has earned fear~withiai the 

government, so there was virtually no adverse comment on it 

because these who could have expressed a low opinion of it knew # 

very well than in its own way the FBI would retaliate. 

Of all the little there was on this in those vast FBI files 

the only glow opinion was by the Defense Deparvment geneal coulsel, 

attentive. LEHC 

fasgl, in its usual nethé' with what to it are important politi- 

fal shakes, the FBI condit ioned the public and media mind in 

advance with its leaks of what it wanted leaked while it kept sec- 

ret what it wantéed secret. 
UM 

I know who did at least some of the leak- handlers;from one



coo 

» was, withing the governnent, the most important one of several 

each of which was supported by smaller conspiracies. Hxamples of 

this are numerous in my printed books, quite a number being of 

the stadqitt of the Commission, some by its members.
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Q 
of thos? tO whom he leaked. And although he was not just a plain, 

everyday FBI agent, he did not leak without authority. That he 

leaked and to whom he leaked were indicated in advance to him. The 

FBI made no #@ mistakes in that direction. It leaked where it wanted, EQ 
And only there. ‘ 

So the public and to the degree possible the media and the 

political minds were conditioned in adVYance- with a nothing at akl, 

Atle f d 
with a barren, an utterly meaningless report - save thzt where it 

i 

counted the memeaning, the desire of the FBI was clear enough. [1 jo cigwh 
Uyted (he “A piv Mert an ao Witt Mey whi sre of, 

ke conspiracy represented by that Katzenbach memo, which 

in fact dates to midday Sunday, Nadvember 24, two days after the 

assassination (the typed copies were dated the day @f copying, the 

early morning of the next day, Monday, the 25th) LIFE AL 

The FBI feared embarrassment because despite its drumbeat of 

boasting through the media, particularly radio and TV the effect 

of which wuas to tell the country that there was no crime the SBI 

could not Smolve, it had nee an = seat A smid eon, £ eal evidence 
This M ost ami & rcri ee wiredrenttan (7; Bros it~ & Coup At 1 of fe 

of any kind on he octae iduon# oat ew i 

In going over a collection of about two Kones of duplicates 

of FBI reports that I kept on my desk in the velie¥e they would in- 

terest those who came to speak to me about the assassiination, 

My friend, Dave Wrone, Wisconsin bistory professor, selected a 

smaller group he titled , "Hoover's hysteria." It was a justi- 

fied title # because for the first two weeks what Hoover saig, 

particularly to the President, was that wrong, that mixed up and 

apnfused. That Hoover hysteria can be attributed to his knowledge 

that the FBI and he were Alost, without the slightest idea of ba who 

and what were behind the assassination and with nothing vu! the flim- 

siest indication of aig Gourd Ce ee crime, so thin 

that it could not have survived examination by a defense counsel
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ina trafils-it its use were to be dared when daring it would be foolish. 

: 4 ar ° Which, thanks to Jak Ruby, there would not veya Var. 

But Hoover was really shaken those fi rst few ¢weeks and the 

EBI's paricularly Hoover's own records, make that disturbingly 
po hy aTinecet 

Allear, that the head of the FBI could be so undependable and so 

blatant abput it in such a crime, so dangerous a time for the country. 

@hat should have distrube but not many peopvle knew about 

it until later ad tha oly aR few oid, 

This and so much like it is entirely lost on the Fetzers who say 

nothing about +i “ana who wrote two books after it was public without 

mention of duat Katzenbadh memo and without menton of its effect 

on the sake country, particularly on everything related to the 

assassinat ion and thé #xsmsExik evasion of any real investigation 

by any part of the government, what was limited to an investigation 

of the innocent Oswald, who had nothing to do with the cérime, 

accompanied with refusats to investigate what was real, not fiction, 

and the special meanings thag ee gieon to what was stated about 

Oswald, 

Even what was connected to Oswald was not investigated honestly 

and was not reported honestly. 

There is this and so much more like it that is missing fin the 

essays of the Fetzers and is missing in what they reflect of their 

understanding of the crime and of ite supposed investigation of wich 

theyprite from their own flat-world society. 

I recall nothing suggesting any awareness of this axqtuality, 

of the actualityy of the official conspiracies, large and small, 

and their influence, indeed, their control over what was and was 

not done in the what aonde particularly their control over 

AML . 
what was and was not doney what was and was not said.



How many other smiller conspiracies there wee peo tins we 
HSS ee 

will = neVer know but there were many and there was no limit 

; ; Lk 4 he . ean 
on who cold and did participate in the, notoriously tp~ose of vane 

ANA on 4 if _ 
Zovernment who had #es% official dury so expose and orevel:¢i those 

& _ j L a A y iA Ly 

smllr ems gonspiracies — Wy LA Mop atte “a ol pantt Z 

es 
Non would heave succeeded without official sunvort, most emssi 

CHA. conspicuously with the assistance of then dommission counsel 4 
y 

ALA 
j a /, 4 SW Are eH: 5 oy ey dy A Te MADE Yj YS 6] ud ieee “3 AMD Lage Li’ A ' SSRIV Uy OF 2 2Upss Wo MADIS Yi 28 ET hE PR v4 ™ 

5 : Was Van fc [e 2 . 
. 

PROC LAD ih Gereny-cann 
ares ; 4 e : 

When by their actions, their failures, their personal covering 

up each became a conspirator. 

/ 
(None 9/this would have been possible without she Specter/ 

ar . . < . . C . 
dommission imvention of the impossible "single bullet therfy" gewhich 

all knew was impossible.) 
~ officially .- ~officia 

here there was opvosition to this fakxxy anvente akery, 

one way or another it was wiped out. How that was done to two 

Democratic hy, fu 

Jommission Members} Senatorg Richard B. Russell of Georgia and (Combet 

Republican Senator John Sherman veopr Cooper is set for in detail 

in ny Manuscript, Senator Russell Dissents. 
7 

Russel) qnd Vooper never dod agree with tnat sing{e-bullet 

fabrication and national disgrace, but that canret be determined 

from what the 4Comnission said and what it Tiles hold. 

The official record of this official disagreement, this 

SS ‘ . : wal ; 
official disagreement with that single-bullet monstrosity,was, 

; / wd v/ 
officially, wiped out by wpe spensannon. Qusoat 3p eh ot amd poled T 

ry Crnvvndsseim refed etd etl 
| Bur I hav: « copy of ‘he carbon copy of what Russell prepared 

to \deliver to ynis colleagues aii the exective session he forced 

on September 18, 1964. The Jommission met in tat executive session



) wie wervyige 
. aa Boe boy OW 

but in Time it S SERS ee to have stenogranyhic transcripts 

dwt ti ill) hy Crmmwaae#n 

‘tof all their’ executi session) }e—sav So it that the official 

Vlad dit’ 
reoorter * not there G‘o tike and make dearet transript and it 

4 

wedoes not exist. 

Nor, accarding to the Arcifhives, does thy’ ribbon copy of 

Russell's statement #® he read to his gcolleagues a that 

September 18 executive session. 

Nor does Russell's second such disagreement, also written out 

in ania ye his 7S" peat *o agree that there had been no conspanecys 

I Ries A bert copy of his reZusal to agree with that 

Commission s oneiuston which was, an Fact, jusy made up withput 

nany real investigation wil ‘a Aho pelavoof ty MH hea, had peer jitte aia ataee 

Let us hope that chee has been nothing like tunis in our history 

and that jt is not duplicated againk ln Th putwre | 

“What happened to the autopsy report and to the other autopsy 

records, including the notes, also were parts of conspiracies, 

Lt was all public and neither the Fetzers nor the ARB not the HSCA 

did what each should have done about them. Some did what they shoyld 

_<s ; . : Zz 4 J 
not have fdone, perhaps still more conspiracies. fVlen 7 /
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Once I published che actual Rk" certifi ed" and "verified" signed 
ave Cpe letndo ~ Cyd othe rye cl fe 

topsy notes, €en preserved ard receipted proofs that 7 

it was known within the government that those notes dared not be 

seen because they are not the basis Tor the replecement autopsy 

report that Humes drafted as @@ Soon as he knew that Oswald was $ 

dead and that there would be HO trial. He then had to destroy the 
(co he cletts | (7 : 
> Fe + : . . 

eal autoosy report jbecause #f, inevitably, held what could have 
-/ . 

A r Lc 
been used by ths Oswald defense and could be takén to indicate /sa vn 

coe. Cr eIL 
ythat there had been a conspiracy. And, in order that the rezl and 

existing notes not be compelled to be produced in any of a number 

6f FOIA lawsuits, including several of mine in which they had 

been withheld, Humes had to change whet he said a: ft beginning then 4. JV 
G] Hs heherN rigged * 9 Sy Af 

he lisd and said he had burned those notes. aces date Necelifiss lettyrne — 
Ut def | cli ‘ 

“pronto was perjury but aoe government by This vime also had +o 
b ubl lve i Lbtame 

worry about thé (Fedetion once meet it (wascknown thet the government 

die 
had lied about the assassination of th@ President and that fad 

been # the governnent4} practise and 9olicy reperdless of who was 

president, regardlessof which party was in power 

Hs ey ho eth, hawine 2,opson—ts from me. 

The ARRB also knew the truth for thé sume reason. in addition, 

a n 
WJeremy Gunn personally wner ne truth for more than that same 

reason,” ly-addttter he discussed it with me. 

And both thz House assassins committee and she special board 

fa)
 PS aN . “pe sox cat 3 as + 

créated and empowe #d to be certain that all relevant records wer 

disclosed failed further, as I eae beeause fit began that effort 

Ux 
with me when Gunn was general counsel ead phoned me in the effory. 

C7) 
He wanted the raw material of the svudy Howard + a had made for 

. Cin hia pelo met este p ty Pes Z 
me of tne factusl informationyfor which } Humes had no .Awown source. 



Cann 
As Dun knew from heving been here, I cannot sefely go to our cD 

basement, have not been able to for about a decade. I had to 

remind him of this ze and to invite him or anyone else he mizht 
de pre ce! Wy wate 

send to go to the bassment an orrow that works T also told 
pecirvel 

him how to reach Rodffman and obtain that infermatien from nin. 
J 

Gunn thank#me and I ner heard fron him azain. 

He sent nobody heres to obtain that detailed research and, he made, fs 
im the , PGrewec py 

. | | no necftion yf if in his examinations ot Humes Stenographic weepis 

A WU i { M3 Ae ps —__ a en ae ; 

i copies i a Hea U ed—s he basis of a boo\wen i wre oP © te 

manuscript in which I deteil the ARRB's effort to enbise Hities to 

rare" 

Sive still hf way 

oll of ' j 

1 

vestimony which the ARRB could hove tm use 
. / cowl TP ; 

{ a A 1 / 

the cover Wp Befor ~-unes ;n pa rticular cued ff tH to wipe 

sy by leading ahi He still another perjurious gcecount. 

or wo 
al 

ES Lowe’. . 

s attersox pe ee 10 HS SegAiot so thet the 

RRB could use Howe “d™S fin€)work. It was, prather to be certain 
‘ 4y we 7 

that I would not be able # enbarrass it by foroducing that work to | 

woes thew 
expose what the ARRB, Gunn in art—asa. ‘particuler, wes up to in 

ass=d additional covering up dihen fy Lye ic perl atl, & Wh 
rai 

d's re 



I repeat the essence of what Howard's careful research »roved 

Qu Mad Auf ae. 

and what Gunn decided he had to hide, had to suppress. Tne full 

account from which thi? is selected is in Post Morvem, pages 255-6: -OSt hHorven 

Howard's factual listing is 15 single-spaced typewritten pages. 

fo make this study and comparison, he isolated every single statement 

of fact in the typed autopsy report. He then sought for each fact or 

even an approximation of it in each of the other sources, the so-called 

} ‘notes. This leaning-over-backwards is an effort to be as fair as pos- 

‘ WA : sible by including all that any carping critic might later complain 

| 1 x : should have been. However, it is obvious, with only these so-called 

Y i/ ‘notes as sources, unless some notes had been destroyed at some point, 

} / . “there could have been no other sources for the holograph than there 

- ly (AL ‘were for its typed version and no other sources for the two much-later 

Ly “panels to draw upon. 
ay, 
( Howard's study shows a statement of a total of 88 facts. Of 

* these, only 2h are in the "notes". Sixty-four statements of facts in 

“the autopsy report are not in any of these "notes"! ° 

i Because this is the autopsy of a President, because the credi- 

ibility of the official Report on his assassination, that of all the 

‘Commission and its staff, the Department of Justice, ell those medico- 

‘legal eminences and, indeed, of the military, too, hangs on this alone, 

‘let me express these shocking figures in two other ways. 

1 Of the "facts" stated in the autopsy report, almost three out of 

, 4 four have no existing source. The percentage is just under 73 - (2./. 

percent. 

3; Or, putting it the other way, of what is represented as fact in 

i this autopsy report, only one in four exists in any existing written 

, source} 
oO 

ae 
‘ sae 

Again, all public and all not reflected in what the Fetzers 

wrote. Not reflected in their thinking either. Rather than being 

at all critical of what both the HPCA and the ARRB did-and did not 

do, they are gung ho! for both and entirely without Acriticism 

ef either. 

And still again they reflect no understanding of the evil this 

was for bboth bedies if it was not also criminal: 

Abney]
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criticism of what he was doing. With what he was not doing that hse 

was supposed to do, several received major newspaper atitention. 

Abr, the Katruth was about an FBI informer and what he did that 

Blakey could not use becsuse that FBI informer be came a Blakey 

informer, mad& a series of four p#age-one stories for the 

St. Louis Post Dispatch. It also received that kind of major 

M_AWy cui 
intentiong) when the Post-Dispatch syndicated it. a behest son 

Blakey could make no better a comment than he did. That comment 

said much about Blakey, and it was said by Blakey. 
/ 

“and his committee 



At a number of points and on several issues the Pet. zZers 

Unviecevedly, bath thy . 
express their /high opinion of boxjyhe House assassins committee and 

the Assassination YR fecords Regview pelease Deas « No more dramatic 

demonstration of assassination ignorance bis | possible becuuse 

from the first both smeared, whitewash generously. 
ote bed migerberta 

Both undertdtok, ue protect »to the degree possible for 

eech, all the government failures and cuishonesties of which they 

were full enough aware. 
Hyak 

Teke the House assassins for one oxample. There are se emmy 

oui 
meny that were publicly available i was the sources who never once 

asked that my name be witnhegld for a series of newspape.‘s articles 

that pointed out HSCA's factual errors. 

There came a time when geGeneral vounsel Blakey was asked 

by 2 reporter if he had any comment to make on thece criticissms 

irr 
that were #@ -attributec to me. 

Enraged but unable to fault a word I had said, Blakey , out of 

oojtrol., replied,"Weisberg? Weisberg? He can «iss my ess!" 

George Lardner, of the Washingfon Post,asked me if I objtected 

to that being used."No, not at all. It:is Blakey describing and 

, defining Blakley," I replied. 

Chimie a . . . 
ae ane “he Post did publish it. Blakey WBeing Blakey. 

@he ond eit I believe is #Msufficient for it to serve as 

- self-portrait of the Ho%se assassins being themselves and assasi- 
AG C repez! Lk» air ved tet) ee Prin. a peas id ) 

natiowt the truth about the assassination, ‘selected from many xe & 

selected because it holds the most competent testimony on what was 

lied about officially-and because it was suppressed by Prous House 
ie ‘hoy fuk jroo Dr. 

assassingis the secret testimony the Late John H. #bersole. 

He wes the sole radiologist for the autoosy at the Navy hospital 

on whose statf he was.
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This was proof of “umes! verjury in ins&sting to the Warren 

— ME) ad one time was.thé day after the assassina fion. ¢ ae eee 
. y (Lyrwreg‘ This, howver, is not the only ptoof of thet perjury which his 

Commission igri, had spoken to Perry only once and that ege alleged 

role and his orders required of him. The repeated-in-variation 
a Ui 

versions of +e perjury] protected by the ARRB as it had been by 

the HSCA, Both of which were held only in the highest regard by 

the Fetzers Reflecting their understanding, their taste and how We 

their minds work on this subject. 

Las ( 
U
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Blakey wanted Sbersole's testimony very much, if only so that 

: a 2 TT . . 

ne not b. e accused of not thaking *the sig 

as yt he Warren Conmission had besn. 

But he knew in edvance that he would n 

Hbersole's testimony was nos ytaken befor: 
vt2 ‘Va 

was not at an open hearing aed-fot in any 

nificant testmo testimony, 

ot want to publish it, so 

the comm “tttee and it it 

fife Abed 
pHSCA oevice, oul he 2 

[neteed. tt was held, in #private, at the National Archives. 

Ard then the transcript was kept secret 

aX oN 
Until tae—=504 was ferced to (disclose 

Disclosure was as quiet 2 as possible, n 

that secret hearing now disclosed for ee 

it, ih the Afterword of NEVER AGAIN: "! (pag 

On@ of ‘the major controversies Tor the 

-resident's head wound really was. | do no 

the Fetzers quoted tHe autfoosy ¥ patholo 

did give graphic Testimony on Tnat, 

Ue 

it under the 1992 Act, 

ot a word about 

pat 

firsyt sime. I deal with 
ea? F 4 tr 

er. y a WA trF es 465ff)., Ib Oh WA 

Petzers is where the 

t recall that any ones fe) se 
hgh foe rly ble 

gists on this but 

When the House assassins' medical apanel questioned Lbersole, 

che déeviootor who was required to examine 

take his A-rays of ity ar wEbersole could 

vointed or r gesoecific in what he testified 

side (page 476). 

Ebersole had been asked by th? medical 

Michael Baden Where he saw the w-ound in 3% 

so tnere was at least one 4-ray& whicd de 
Ln y 

(pith a (ober rap feing avoided again 

assassins committes, as it nad been by the 

and the QWarren Commission, as it qiso lat 

it closely in order to 

not have i 

= chat Ny Techie heed ce me 
t O38 j=—wes 1 rom the art 

panel chairman, vor. 

he X-rays he ctook, 

picts Ghis mnequivecessy. 

st Humes by the House 

Jusvice Def artvment 

er “gwas by the ARRB, 

2946 flu



at sevral points in his: testimony, To quote from g NEVER AGATY! 

~ "at several points “bersole beptaizied attested than in his presence 

Weis ; . 7 oo ; 
canis Humes phoned (fDallas doctor Malcoln)Perry during the autopsy. 

a : 
He placed the time al about 10 or 10:30 the night pf the 

thas TAS ce, . the LAY ) 

Zz -tuasy / ane he ohone calls from the phone in vRat-zroon. 

2 < 
“C6 Aye 

“he Fetzers were also high on tne ARRB because, at leas* in 

major ee: 1% ye its assisned job and saw to the disclsoure of 
chy ati on Apadihe Aun cree . _ 

Crm alien Cabbie had heen suppressed] The et published ¢ 

estimate of what the ARB had disclosed ate in the miilions ,Ol #8. 

_— | ; , thay 
> Be 2 Sigure used more often, as i recall it, was, i Four pages. “ne 

dy AW el yy AU Awe . 

poy’ mil | ig ons GepThat volume mupt, necessarily, Be, omposed or plain 

crap. There never was that much information aboutsthe assassination 
wt 

accumulated by thsg¢ governmnt thet—werked under that Katzenbach 

sonsplrgsy meno (apsroved by the Presid dent Jana that enormoue volume 

oldewvuly the put 
of the irrelevant is an effective mask Torysee 1i e nat had real 

relevance. 

One we or the nastiest and one of the most dishonesty earlier, ones 

lH during the board's life, T Wros e mbook Beers. alow 

One was about the high impropriety end—hé=hee d=hi=her dishonest vyand 

i : of - pry ef 
afinivestation or ignorance fone of the Félzer's insted Board 

Menber Kernit Halley weo came to the board when he was dean of the 

lurcte nothaa 7 several 
Ohio State University at Solumbus, Ohio. The other, After) ore Of thse 

mane suppregsed transcripts had nee erEn me. 
f fhe _decewd 

I aid acsbeok on Hall, titled Bogus.I did "noeher on the ingredible 

LUtfe __ 
and rather open Gunn effort Se eet Humes perjury so 

there would be no temptation to charge him with it. The transcriptg 

<
 

of Gunn's questioning is astounding, what he was up to was that 
( Wy ee _ 

transparen Ip Apna unprofessional,
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Hall, not averse to personal publicity, marked his appointment 

to the board in a local TV newscast. In it he stated that his highest 

guctccapsn 
asset as a baord member was his ignorance. Rather a startling bit 

of bragging for a professional educator. Before long he had arranged 

for added publicity in which, without so intending, he proved how 

GargeZe corrrect he had been in describing his ignorance as his 

highest qualification. 

How it was arranged I do not know but Hall was selé cted to 
at Fat invpry) 

make what in Maryland is an importar t dlegal speech. After he made 

that speech it appeared as an article in the Maryland Law Review. 

It was an attack on critics and criticism of the official 

investigations of the JFK assassination. Tye credits in that 
f f 

article §$suggest that he had all the workl for him done by those 

under him at the Ohio State University. bye L 
diatilern pelle thy Wo 

Yt was an indecent, arrogayit and hardly imoartia » It was 

also improper given Hall's position in the board that was to see 

to the disclosure thal was also sought by those he criticized t#m in 

his speech and article. 

I wrote a book-length criticism of his law-review article. I 

sent a copy to the dean of that law school and a copy to the @A 

ARRB. Neither sent even an acknowledgement and there was no Prot ee to 

complaint, denial or rebuttaj. from Hall. As the law required of BEANE 

that book manuscript is in the disclosed Board records at the 

Archives. A man from England who is interested in the assassinafion 

and in my writing about it told me he checked and found it there. 

The Fetzer gpraise for the ARRB says nothing about what it is 

properly subject teicriticism for doing, f¥gom an for free 

Setecet hy cyber , 
and extensive publicity for assassination nuts’to partisan speeches
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and articles not consistent with the Board's mission to the highly 

fe 

improper, if not illegal undertaking \ o protect Humes from the 

£ 

2. : eye ‘ . . ‘ 
penalties du him for his repetitious and inconsistent perjuries in 

/ 
his major role in seeing to it that there would not be any acceptable 

o 

sjlution to the assass*pajson of President Kennedy, which was also 

fyv'¢g f wo 

help in hiding what anscd be 1 earned about the real assassins. 27+ 
| 

He 
re Lyf 

What the Board, Gunn in particular, was not one of the mandated 

duties of tie board. & But he got away with it. 

i ,proportion of what the Fetzers 

wrote that is subject to criticism. In general the lack of understanding 

reflected in some of this criticism had to influence what they Ww 

understood, how they understood some of it and what they could under- 

stand in their writing about it. 
jetz ers 

The ave and they are entitled to khevhave their own points of 

view but thinking and seeing differently does not relieve them of 

nan. probe 
thv responsibilities all writers have, to be fully gtruthful and 

in a book on this sipjec] to be fully and truthfully Minformative 

to the ir readers. 

A Presidential assassination and a coup d'etat, which they # 

never mention, are not fun and games. Nothing can be more serious 

jn. this country and no subj ect requires of writers greater respon- 

gibility and understanding. None requires more seriousness of 

plrpose or any greater effort to meet all the\ traditional obligations 

of writers who seek to inform their countrymen on any serious 

subject. 

We have gone into only some of what is relevant t® what the 
open . A yo 

Fetzers wrote and abou! # which their work is parrenwcr ia Cain) 

This is not a subject on which anyone can write safely when he 

is a subject-matter ignoramus, as Fetzer is. It is not an appropriate
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vajoteit JO 
subject for a subject-matter ignoramus like Fetzer f0-seek personal 

publicity, as he did, when he is not a sbject--matter expert, as 

gehts certainly is not. Nor eres on which there should be any 

bragging solely for personal publicity and then of the mos quest— 

ionable nature. 

The school paper of the University of Minnesota at Dulyth, - 

the Statesman, for January 27, 1399, after #etzer' Sy first collection 
fen 

of the essays of others appeared , naa toed ri egun headline 

about him and his book’ 

“JFK cover-up exposed by UMU professor," Fetzer. 

The subhead is, "Fabricated evidence links Kennedy assassination 
ut 

with the dfederal government." And a the carryover has the head- 

intl ther: fa v ube Pity wr ded? 
line, "JFK cover-up discovered." // f° Ly uy 2D? 

2ae 
Unless staff writer Zaxh Johns made it up, his obvious 

source was Fetzer. About whom it says so much more need not be 

added vn (ha Lfeypred Lup PEs 
Fetzer also organized a convention of (fellow assassination 

experts who met at nig university. From the reports tnat reached 

me, they were as expert as Fetzer ig. 

Shee All this is not scjolarship. It is uaans ope great sragedy 

of the assassination for the indulgence of a person yen for 

personal attention régardless of the cost in seriously misinforming 

the people who yearn for the truth denied by feeding them what is 

not assassination scholarship, wht mat fed: 

Of which the Fetzers have none to give or to share. 

It doegnot expose thbose in the government who did not do what 

they should have done when they did not meet their official responsi- 

bilities shen or since then. I+ tends to maxe martyrs of them ana fo
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excuplate them. That is not what should happen to those who 

fail’to meet their responsibilities at the time of such great 

tragedies or thereafer. 

Even Fetzer's rittitles are misleading. 

There is no such thing as "Assassination Science." He made that 

up oleae he thought to as a title that would sell books, -B90 

bo=ks books in which there was nothing at all about "assassination 

Science" or even about assassination that report on any kind of 

science. 

Hthe title he made up for his second book is "Weurder In Dealey 

dy laza." ohal is where the assassination was but there is remarkably 

Little in the book that is about that murder. The book is largely — 

of errors in the investigation not all of which is correct, 

cent han ve pret 
as to a limited degreé)we have seen. 

J pir 

Even Fetzer's titled are the opposite of scholarshuip while he 

pegr poses as a meal scholar, never omit ting that Ph.D. and all 

that. In his determination to add al 1 the titles those whose names 

ma are mentioned he added "M.D. to one in which he sought to maki 

a, doctor of a lawywer. 

This igs not the kind of publishing that informs people, gives 

them an understanding of the horrible thinkg that happened to them 

and to their country. 

To a much less degree than s possible we have shown that much 

[~~ of the well-intended effort of some of those whose essays 

Fetzer gathered together and published is not accurate. That kind 

of publication is not helpful to anyone except the miscreants who 

did not do wyat they should have at the time fof the crime and 

since them. It certainly is not good for the people to be 

deceived or misled in any way and when what the books stir them up
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as is possible with some of the campaigwing, like the inflamatory 

nature of dfeaisei falsely alleging that the back of the President's 

head had been blown out and tha to hide this the X-rays were doctored, 

patched not to show it, and all that has been adced to the earlier 

fictions aboutnthe Zapruder film allegedly being altered, can be 

infla htory and have, while stirring some people up, also mislééd 

then. 

This is not scholarly, either. 

Nor is it truthful, no matter how intensely ge the Fetzers 

who believe it do believe it. 

There is no acceptable \ubstitute for étruth avd giving people 

what is not true with the representation that it is trye true dots 

— not good, seit to the pegree it lines  Poysete with money. 

Which then™ hephelps Ctnae else and ae all. sorts of 

competitive untruths going, with people helieving them. awe berg 

pled 
As stated earlier, there is so much that is so wrong about 

these books that Fetzer has gput together to get himself some free 

personal publicity that books could be written Yabout them but 

I add only ond and make special reminders of two matters of 

importance that were known well before Fetzer got off on his 

assassination kick and are not mentioned. 

In connection with th at hangup on the allegedly patched head 

Kray there is reference to ammunition that ms is ignorant, not 

factual. This incl}des the impossible, that a 6.5 metal fragment 

was placed in the head to suggest that it is a bit of that 6.5 mm. 

Mannlicher-Carcanno ammunition which was manufactured in the 

United States, not abroad, as alleged. Going aon) wale this there 

is ot a word about what head X-rays show, forty dustlike particles. 

‘Phe X-rays were taken before the authpsy examination was begun 

GSE 
—
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ang| some were taken well before the examination was completed. There 

not oniy was no need for any such trickery, which also risked bei ng 

detected by others in the autopsty room floor and the larger number 

who were observers. if indeced it had been possible. 

But what is important and is, again, missing, is the fact that 

the designed of military a:munition, under the Geneva convention 

on humanitarian warfare, makes such minute fragmentation im- 

possible. It cannot whave been from any of théat military ammunitkon, 

period. It has to have been " soft"A, not "hardened" ammunition. Like 

is used in hunting of in varmenting. 

I+ happens thal once such bullet killed Martin Luther King,jr. 

It hit him in the Mjaw and exploded with the butt end going farthur 

into his body, ovaing to rest juxt just below his scapula or his 

shoulder bone. That fragment consisted of the butt end of that 

bullet, with a thin piece of the casing still attached to it. 

PThe rewt rest, most of that bullet, was gone with that explosion. 

The pattern of those i particles that cannot have come 

from military ammunition isrsaid to be, in the replacement autopsy 

repory fade necessary by the improper if not alsolillegal destruction 

of the original autopsy report as soon as it was known that Oswald 

@awas dead and that there would be no trial| is said to be from 

ue front. By I consulted an expert and he pointed out that 

that fragment path was also from front to back and thal the pattern 

itself more strongly suggests that it was, in facy¥, more likely 

from front to back. 

As I published before the assassination a bit any of 

these Fetzers. And with that soft ammunition coming from the front 

and exploding, there is no certainty that any of it would blow 

the back of the head out, as did not happen in the Kennedy assassi
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nation, despite the con| rary beliefs collected and listed by 

Afuilar. 

Then there is the exculp atory character of the pictures none 

of the Fetzers sought after I published the leads on them, the 

leads by mean{s of which I got to see both kinds of the exculpatory 

pictures one of which, taken after the fatal shot, showed not even 

a hair out of xm place in the President's head and not the tiniest 

bit of blood there,@¢*"er 

Despite the repeated Fetzer impossibility, alleging that courts 

are pound to take tewtimony and regard it as superuor to pictures 

under any circumstances, shee can be whno refuting of those frames 

of the Zapruder film that were not included in the original FBI 

examination as it was conveyed to the Commission. (And the courts 

have not and cannot rule that sworn-to perjury is superior as ro 

evidence to competently takes, clear and unaltered photographs, # 

which all of those the Fetzers ignored are. 

The other previouslypnknown pictures but were suggested in 

my 1966 itewash II address the first serious questioning of 

the content of the earliest i eign ar th i ‘thet one 
5 jest assassination (on the news wire, 

special pisture taken by AP Photograoher Ike Altgens about half-way 

throught the assassination. Photo editors believed that this Altgens 

v 
(aid in the western end of the main TSBD 

atthe, 
i 

doorway he FBI said it was not Oswald and thatit was a fellow 
picture gg showed Os 

Worker, Billy Lovelaway. In the first part of this that I published 

in 1966 it seems pretty clear that the shirt on that man in that 

lgens picture was Oswald's and could not have been the one the FBI 

said Lovelady was wearing. The Mrs. Lovealady »hone me and tried 

2 (ia We prove DLEny 

to see me the shirt he was actually w aring that day ./ he described
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ye 
to me a rather distinctive skirt that I dewcribed in my 1967 

Photographic Whitewash. Later, when there was azain attention to 

who th*inan in tha‘ avrway was, I was reminded oy, an amateur motion 

Pinture that had been ignored bbecause ik was overexiposed. However, 

ugh had that fiodm examined, theve are in it several photographs of 

fovelady in a shirt of that unusual patterm described to me years 

earlied by his wife | 

With the man in the Altgens picture in a shirt that matched 

éthe pattern and even thé flaws in the shirt in which Oswald 

was arrested and with Lovelady in that unique shirt described 

earlier by his wife, it certainly seems that at the tim ~e of the 

assassination Oswald was on the first floor watching the motorcade 

qand fadthus could not have been on the sixth floor shooting the 

President. There is cpmei nme hery testimony some of which I pub- 

lished as early as 1667. There is aiso additional confirmatory 

evidence from the Yommission's own records that I hae used i 

Me yn 
several of Nght books tit ‘ten to bring gsome of js sy-tenotrf 

evidence to ihehy ‘ pin addition, on the day of the assassination, 

Robert MacNeil, then of NBC News , later of the MacNeil -Lehrer 

Keport, said that Oswakd was on the first floor and showed him wae? 

where a telepjone was. So alsodid the program diretor of the nearby 
wit itt 

radio satation, WREF, state rea Oswada ééalso showed him where he 

could find a phone. —— 

With Oswald not the assassin, alt of the work that those of 

Fetzers did seems mes to be pointless. However, in order to be 

certain of their gown work, they should have at leeast have tried 

to estab/ish whether vor not it ¢was relevant. 

As they d@nevey did. 

And as it sems wttnot to be.
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Then there is that special highlevel conspiracy that on paper 

is that unusual if not entirly andqae paper version of it known 

as the Katzenbach memo. That was disclosed, was publicly aAbailable 

1+4-— sd —-S Ves only @ short timére after these Fetzers first 

gtgot Atarted. They made no se¥arch f or it whe’ it ewas availabl 

in Weth e FBI's public reading roon. 

And it® says, pretty clearly, that phey were goinake 

appoint Q@a@Oswald the lone assassin flea meant he would have to be 

framed , Chestly, win GovadHoipne assassin, fi. books written by 

anothosdvariaevte he pissible éhecking have ‘ben possible 

evi htonaes with the manufactured case against :him and ail of 

those the Petzers are close to a total ¢waste. They caniot do what 

the Fetgers wrote ‘them to do and what the Fetzers conjecture has 

no meaning. 

= Wjich, were ths ee thete would Stitt be a not funfair 

evaluation of both of tes books let@er put together almost entirely 

with the work of others.
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By ZachJohns. 
Staff Writer © 

= Startling new ‘guidience has. 

_ been found about the assassi-. 

nation of John F. Kennedy. 

The team:‘of researchers who 

“made these discoveries was 

organized. by Dr. James H. 

Fetzer of -UMD's philosophy 

department, who presented 

. this information last Wednes- _ 
‘day evening at a lecture in 
Kirby Ballroom.. 

Fetzer and his colleagues 
have found new medical evi- 
dence that conclusively shows 
JFK was shot from two differ- 
ent directions, therefore mak- 
ing the "lone gunman" theory 

impossible and a conspiracy 
definite. 

This is underscored by new 
evidence brought forth by 

Fefzer's team that JFK's au- | 

topsy photos and X-rays had 

been fabricated. In recent 

years many conspiracy theo-. 

Ww 

= ~ SE K cover-up expc $e 
ities 

front and rear). 

¢Autopsy drawings and photos of Kennedy’ S brain 

concluded to be of 2 a tia sat than. IPE: &. s. 

; nique: 
densitometry” to study the X- 
- rays... That :, technique . had 
“never been’.used. before on’. 
_ JFK's X-rays. Using this tech- 
“nique Mantik discovered that 
“the autopsy X-rays are com- 

ries have abounded, charging . 
everyone from the Cubans to 
the mob to the Soviet Union 

with the crime. 
Fetzer says fabrication of 

the autopsy X-rays can only. 
point to a cover-up from 
within the United States Gov- 
ernment. . 

One member: cf Fetzer’s 
group is Dr. David W. Mantik. 
Mantik is a Ph.D. physicist 
and M.D. radiologist who trav- 

‘eled to Washington D.C. and’ 
examined autopsy X-rays and © 
photographs in the National 
Archives on four separate oc- 
casions. 

He says that even when he 
first looked at the X-rays with 
his naked eye, there seemed 
to be too much contrast be- 
tween the light and dark sec- 
tions in relation to X-rays he 
had been used to seeing. 

He applied a special tech- 

| sed: by UIVID: proressor 
" Fabricated « e' SES Stoner Kennedy assassinatior with federal government bo 

a7 

"New Findings i in A the ‘Assassination of JF K. 

-Autopsy X-rays and photographs proved f fabricated. 

*Magic bullet theory proven impossible. Coe 

“Kennedy hit at least four times: once in throat (from. 

front), once in back (from real), twice i in i head (from 

“Khown: as “optical 

“posites —- superpositions of: 

more than one image .— and: 
_ thereby altered. 

~ Mantik’s discovery’ ‘also. - 
provides powerful evidence of « 
two bullet wounds to the . 
head, while the Warren Com- 
mission states there was only 
one. 

In addition, on the basis of 
his study of the chest X-ray, 
Mantik discovered that the 
"magic-bullet" theory is im- 
possible because, according 
to his calculations, the bullet 
would have to have struck 
Kennedy’s spine. 

The X-rays show no dam- 
age that would have been 
caused had the wounds been 

report describes them. as 

-In- combination with other 

eviderice, these findings indi- 

cate that: President Kennedy 
was hit at least four. times: 

once in the throat (from in 

front), once in the back (from 

the rear), and twice in ihe | 

head (once from the front and 

once from behind). ~ 

_The Warren Report and 

HSCA report, both of which 

affirm that he was hit. only 

‘twice, therefore, have been 
completely discredited by Dr. 

Mantik’s discoveries. 

An associate member of Dr. 

Fetzer’s team is Dr. Robert B. 

Livingston. Dr. Livingston has 

reported a conversation he 

had the day of the shooting 

with Commander James Hu- 

mes, who headed the autopsy 

team at Bethesda Naval Hos- 

pital. 
Livingston, who was the 

Scientific Director of both the 

JFK to 4 inflicted the way the official . 

BCMLALQALAvEA We weer am ary wane 

received some international 

attention, a more comprehen- 

JFK to 11 

Hospital tesunea Uldt wucy 

saw cerebellum protruding - 

from the wound in the back of 

the President's head. But the 

autopsy photographs show 

“Y (ha f Chg gyn the aaa etal 
2 

* 4 ited 
Lane TAC; 

—_— ; 

hed) HA Iced l? we Mir f he ad £4 pectin oy 
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‘nan. At that moment, Living- 

ston says, their conversation 

was interrupted. After the 

| pause, Humes said, "Dr. Liv- 

ingston, I'm sorry, but I can't 
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